
Testimonials on IQAir Systems
IQAir advanced air cleaning devices are used in a great variety

of environments to deal with various indoor air quality problems. 

Here are some testimonials from actual IQAir users:

Benjamin Slavic, Denver, USA / New Delhi, India:

„Just to share that only because of three of your HealthPro

250 model filters am I able to live in New Delhi, India, where

I am on a two year contract… . I badly felt the effects of the

hazardous Delhi pollution on my health until I got the filters

but within one day my health turned around as if by magic.

It was the filters. The IQAir team in Mumbai and Delhi, as

well, made purchasing the filters enjoyable and easy, and

their follow up support was fantastic. I can't tell you how

great it is to have those filters here in India. They are FAR

superior to anything else I have seen here.“

Fiona Dyson, Rome, Italy:

„I wanted to say that I bought the GC Multigas and it is ab-

solutely fantastic! We were doing a complete renovation in

our home (tearing down two walls and the floor) and it

saved my life - as I suffer with Multiple Chemical Sensitivi-

ties. 

Without the IQAir Purifier I would have been in terrible trou-

ble - certainly unable to live in the house comfortably as I

did throughout the entire renovation process.

I bought the purifier in Italy, through [the Dealer in Rome],

and was extremely happy with his service. He was knowl-

edgeable and helpful every step of the way - and I felt as-

sured he knew exactly what he was talking about, which

he did! [The IQAir dealer ] went out of his way for me, and

I was touched by his concern for my illness, and the impor-

tance of the GC in my life.

Thank you so much for designing and creating this machine

- I spent countless hours researching for an airpurifier to

buy, and as soon as I came across the IQAir on the inter-

net, I knew I had discovered the answer to my problems. I

keep the machine on number one all night, which keeps

my nose clear and ensures a good nights sleep. I would

recommend this air purifier to anyone suffering with Chem-

ical Sensitivities.“ 

Dr. K. Koch & Dr. P. Klug, Karlsruhe (Dentists & Ortho-

dontists who use IQAir in their dental lab and treatment

rooms):

“In response to your inquiry whether we are satisfied with

the IQAir devices, we can only confirm our complete satis-

faction. The devices are used in our dental laboratory and 

in two further treatment rooms as well as in the reception

area. We would not feel well anymore without the air clean-

ing effect. Of course we will recommend you and your ex-

cellent devices further.”

H. Möhrle, Ehingen-Donau (uses the IQAir at home for

his bronchial complaint):

“I am pleased to report to you the experience I have had

with my IQAir.

The unit has been running faultlessly for one year, and per-

mits me to exercise in closed rooms without any trouble.

Because of my bronchial complaint, which is amongst 

others triggered by pollen, any exercise without the IQAir

was impossible – a phlegmy cough would have been the

consequence.

I also have the device running in my bedroom at night. 

In combination with some acupuncture treatment, I have

also been able to reduce the use of medication.

The product of a competitor, admittedly much cheaper, 

already produces grinding noises from the fan motor after

only one year.”

M. Nilius, Rißtissen (uses the IQAir in the office envi-

ronment of his tax consultancy):

“After the devices have now been used very successfully

for over six months, I would like to tell you of my very pos-

itive experiences with the units.

The air in the entire office is very pleasant. Even some

clients remarked on that. My colleagues feel extremely well, 
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which is of enormous significance for their motivation and

productivity. Furthermore, absenteeism due to allergies

(hayfever etc.), have been avoided nearly completely in

comparison to the previous year.

All in all, the investment has already paid off.”

Dr. J. Haselhofer, Oberdischingen (allergy sufferer who

uses the IQAir in his office/apartment):

“Due to my dust and pollen allergy I have been using the

IQAir for over one year in my office/apartment. The air

cleaning effect is exactly what I expected. Furthermore, the

system is hygienic and easily maintained. I am happy to

recommend this air cleaner.”

The von Zezschwitz family, Laupheim (use the IQAir in

their home to reduce their allergen exposure):

“Because we live in an open-plan environment (living room,

dining room, hallway, kitchen with tiled stove), we have to

cope with relatively high levels of dust and also odours from

the kitchen area.

For over one year we have been using the air cleaning sys-

tem IQAir in this area and we are very pleased with the re-

sults produced by the device. Whenever we prepare meals

with very intensive odours, we let the unit run at fan speed

2 or 3, sometimes 4. After one hour at the very latest, the

whole living area is odourless again.

In the summer months we were able to drastically reduce

pollen from trees, flowers and grasses, to the extent that

family members who had shown allergic reactions, felt well

inside the house.

Also during smaller furniture rearrangements within the

house, the use of the device resulted in noticeably lower

levels of fine dust.

We are very satisfied with the purchase of this system and

would not want to be without it in our living environment!”

M. Hochuli, Kölliken (uses the IQAir for his indoor bird-

cage with 50 birds): 

“The unit now supplements our old system that consisted

of a ventilation system and an ionisation unit. The experi-

ence made with the IQAir has already been worth the in-

vestment.

•    Although the system runs at fan speed 3 for 99% of the

     time, the dust load and scattering of feathers has been

     reduced to a minimum.

•    Since we use the IQAir, we feel the air is cleaner and

     fresher than before.

•    Additionally, the IQAir runs very silently.”

J. Krumpa, M.D., Munderkingen, (general practitioner,

sports and aviation medicine): 

“Gathering from my experience with the high-efficiency air

cleaner IQAir, the air quality can be improved considerably.

As a general practitioner, I can recommend the use of these

air circulation systems (especially for people suffering from

allergies) without any reservations.”

H. Bötscher, Borkum (Head of the world largest youth

hostel and educational institution. He plans to create

"allergy friendly" rooms in his institution):

“According to my wife, these systems have performed mir-

acles...”

G. Helbig, Eisenach (suffers from a severe chronic

bronchial and lung disease):

“Only a short period after the installation of the system, my

excessive coughs have reduced noticeably. The tensions

in the bronchial tubes caused by coughing fits and respira-

tory problems have reduced significantly, and also the re-

sulting fear of suffocating. The reduced number of coughing

fits, which came especially at night, have also ameliorated

my sleeplessness considerably.”

M. Letzner, Ehingen (Sanitary installations):

“Our customers are delighted by the design.

Control panel and LEDs: Very good and simple handling,

even for elderly people. The infra-red remote control is a

special advantage.

Filter replacement: Filter replacement is easy to handle due

to the detailed instructions in the manual. The separate fil-

ter drawers to each filter element enable easy access with-

out the use of tools.”



Dr. K. Ahmad, M.D. (AFG), Mönchengladbach. (Uses

IQAir systems in his dental practice and in his bed-

room):

“I have been using various models of your air cleaning units

in my practice successfully for a few weeks now. The meas-

urements you took convinced me to do something about

the increasingly bad air quality.

The smell of medical chemicals, which always bothered my

patients, was eliminated to a great extent from the air by

the use of the IQAir. As you mentioned in one of your let-

ters, the attitude of my patients has changed, they are sim-

ply more relaxed.

I have also noticed that cleaned air has a certain air-condi-

tioning effect. Since I constantly change rooms in my prac-

tice, I can only confirm this impression. After this

experience in my practice, I have bought a system for my

bedroom. Here, also, I can express my positive opinion.

Since the air cleaner runs silently, I have no problems

sleeping through. In the mornings I have the feeling I had

a “healthy sleep”.

All in all, I can absolutely recommend your air cleaners. Al-

though critical at first, I’ m glad that I followed your advice

to try them out for myself.”

Letter from Dr. Benjamin Gardner, USA:

“I purchased an IQAir. I did considerable research before

making a decision. This unit is astounding. The IQAir is

leaps and bounds beyond the competition both in quality

and in presentation. I am not saying that there aren’t im-

pressive products available from other manufacturers. I am

saying that IQAir is in a different class all together. The unit

is superb. The manual is superb. The certification is reas-

suring. And now we get to the small touches that puts it

even farther ahead (as if the quality alone wasn’t enough).

The additional year on the warranty for sending the card in

just shows that the warranty isn’t something IQAir is wor-

ried about consumers needing (the warranty seems more

for the consumers comfort than need). At that, the card is

not made offensive by asking intrusive personal questions

like so many in the industry do...

...I just spoke on the phone to one of your representatives

(Gloria I believe her name is), and it was one of the most

pleas- ant and helpful conversations I have had with any

company representative for a long time. Then again, as I

mentioned, the product is in a distant class of its own.

Thank you for doing things right. This is the way it should

be. So, here are my highest compliments to IQAir, for qual-

ity, precision, overall presentation, and service.

IQAir really does provide the often hard to find “breath of

fresh air.”

Mr. M. Helminen, European Commission, Joint Re-

search Centre, Institute for Health and Consumer Pro-

tection:

“Been through weekend at home and using IQAir. Now I

don't need to use even any anti-histamin medicin to help

my allergy. That's something, isn't it! Last night we got also

very welcomed rain (first rain since weeks, if not months).

Making air temporarily cleaner from pollen. Anyway you

made someone happy over here.”

Email from John Ford, Australia:

”Received the IQAir System on Friday morning, (2 days

after ordering), which was impressive service. I resisted

opening the box and getting the unit running for a couple

of days – until I got my bedroom thoroughly cleaned out.

After reading the manual, plugged it in and switched the

unit on. My first impression was that it was noisy, (louder

than ducted air conditioning). Despite this no loss of sleep

– in fact the opposite occurred – waking up less and feeling

better for it. Some nights I have slept right through which is

unique for me. It’s early days yet, so have my fingers

crossed for expectations in overcoming Hay Fever, some-

thing I suffer from every spring and whenever pollen is in

the atmosphere. The level of ones health determines the

quality of ones life. If this unit helps, then it will be a small

price to pay. The manufacturers have produced a sophisti-

cated, impressive machine which really works. I inadver-

tently sprayed insecticide to take out some kind of bug

discovered on the floor. The spray usually makes me

sneeze, but didn’t even get to smell it this time – thanks to

the machine.”

Email from B. Teo, Australia

„.... I bought IQAir HealthPro 250 from you on Monday. The

air purifier has been good. My son slept through the night

for the first time in weeks last night, nearly 2 months. He

woke up at 10:10 this morning, normally 7:30. He has been

so tired from not being able to sleep well. IQAir is the best.

My brother who is now working in Beijing is also using

IQAir, and 2 other brands. He also experienced that IQAir

is the best.“

Note: The above passages are authentic statements from actual IQAir users which have been translated directly from the original texts. Professional

medical advice must be sought prior to changing or reducing the intake of medication in response to relief from allergy or asthma symptoms.


